Wisconsin Emergency Relief Administration
Madison
July 25, 1934

(This Supplements DRCL-60)

TO:
DIRECTORS OF RELIEF
DROUGHT RELIEF DIRECTORS
DROUGHT RELIEF COMMITTEES
COUNTY AGENTS

Emergency Hay Crop Seeds

Please add Red Top seed to the list of emergency hay crop seeds shown in our DRCL-60.

You may find that in many cases Red Top can be used in place of Timothy.

The supply of Timothy seed is rather limited, and the price is high. Therefore, where Red Top is adaptable for use, the farmers may wish to obtain Red Top seed which is expected to remain considerably lower in price than Timothy.

To Be Given for Relief Work Agreements

Farmers will be required to work out the value of all Emergency Hay Crop Seeds. Therefore, work agreements must be obtained from the eligible farmers to whom these seeds are given.

Use Purchase Order Blanks (DR Form 3)

Use DR Form 3 for ordering emergency hay crop seeds, and change the word "feed" to "seed". Do not order feeds or emergency forage crop seeds on order blank with these emergency hay crop seeds.

Also keep separate record of all emergency hay crop seeds.

Very truly yours,

Wisconsin Emergency Relief Administration

Arlie Mucks, Director

Arlie Mucks, Director
Drought Relief